Program Guide
Week 1

Sunday December 28th, 2014
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

1:30 pm

Costa's Garden Odyssey - Our Greek gardening guru returns with more for the soil and
the soul. Costa is driven by his passion for organic, sustainable and water-wise gardens
and people - and he knows how to find the best in both. Each episode is anchored in the
community, and as Costa travels around Australia he not only learns from the richness
and variety of gardens and farms, but discovers the passionate people and communities
behind them. (Commissioned by SBS in English) (Entertainment Series) (Part 1 of 6)
(Rpt) G CC
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2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

Football Asia - Provides the latest news and updates from the various football leagues
across Asia. (From Singapore, in English) (Football) CC

4:30 pm

FIFA Futbol Mundial - A weekly football magazine show that travels the globe to bring
you the stars of today, the talents of tomorrow and the heroes of the past. (From the UK)
(Sport) CC

5:00 pm

Climbing Great Buildings - Clifton Suspension Bridge - The next step of Jonathan's
journey takes him to the Clifton Suspension Bridge in Bristol. Begun in 1835 by the great
engineer Isambard Kingdom Brunel when he was only 24 years old, it is one of the
greatest feats of Victorian engineering in the world. With unprecedented access to the
bridge, Jonathan scales all over to the bridge to investigate the innovations and
techniques used to build this incredible structure. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Churchill And The Fascist Plot - The cloak-and-dagger story of how Churchill and MI5
hunted down Britain's fascist sympathisers, who threatened to undermine the war effort.
In May 1940, Britain was in great peril. New Prime Minister Winston Churchill was facing
a Nazi invasion and the threat of Britain's own fascist sympathisers, the 'fifth column'.
(From the UK) (Documentary series) PG CC **Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Nazis And The Book Of Power - Italy 1944. An elite unit of SS soldiers raid the
country Villa of an Italian Count. They are acting on the direct orders of Heinrich Himmler,
the second most powerful man in Nazi Germany. He has sent them to locate a treasure
so valuable to Nazi ideology that it must be recovered at all costs. The item they are
searching for is an ancient manuscript, a perfect copy of a book written nearly two
thousand years before in Rome which the Nazis call the birth certificate for the German
race. The book is known as the Germania, for the Nazis it is the “Book of Power”. (From
the UK) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **Premiere**

8:30 pm

Richard III: The New Evidence - Modern Scoliosis sufferer Dominic Smee and a team of
scientists and medieval warfare experts embark on an extraordinary journey to reveal
new research that‟s changing our knowledge of a defamed medieval king, the medical
condition that twisted his spine, and the extraordinary history of the land he ruled. This is
the real Game of Thrones. (From the UK) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **Premiere**
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9:30 pm

The March - A compelling documentary by acclaimed filmmaker John Akomfrah on the
renowned and historic 1963 March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. The March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom on 28 August 1963 was a watershed moment in the
American civil rights movement that brought together a huge coalition of powerful and
revered civil rights organisations, labour unions and leaders. Told by the people who
organised it and were part of it, this film goes behind the scenes to reveal what it took to
stage such an event. Features interviews with civil rights activists, celebrity supporters
and Kennedy administration officials. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

10:40 pm

Mad Men - Mystery Date - Don runs into someone from his past. Joan makes a
decision, and Roger gives Peggy extra work. (S.5 Ep, 4) (From the USA) (Drama Series)
M(A) CC **New Episode**

11:30 pm

Movie: The Necessities Of Life - Set in 1952. When a sick Inuit hunter becomes
despondent after being sent to a hospital in Quebec City, he is introduced to an orphan
who serves as a translator and helps him to rediscover his pride and energy. Winner of
three awards at the 2008 Montréal World Film Festival, including the Special Grand Prize
of the Jury. Directed by Benoît Pilon and stars Natar Ungalaaq, Antoine Bertrand and
Paul-André Brasseur. (From Canada, in French Canadian and Inuktitut) (Drama) (2008)
(Rpt) PG

1:20 am

Movie: The First Beautiful Thing - Bruno, a failed poet, has fallen into the dull role of
trade school teacher and indulges in drug use to break the monotony of his empty life.
Many of his problems can be traced back to childhood disenchantment with his beautiful
but wayward mother. When she falls terminally ill, Bruno must face his childhood issues
when he returns to his hometown to visit her. Nominated for six Italian Golden Globes,
including Best Film. Directed by Paolo Virzì and stars Valerio Mastandrea, Micaela
Ramazzotti, Stefania Sandrelli. (from Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (S,L)

3:30 am

Movie: The Fantastic Planet - This animated film takes place on a faraway planet where
giants rule, and tiny humanoids must fight for their lives and their equality. It is said to
have been inspired by the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. Winner of a Special
Award at Cannes in 1973. (From France, in French) (Animation) (1973) (Rpt) G

4:50 am

I Don't Blame The Beautiful Game - A former professional football player describes his
experience with match fixing. (From the USA) (Short) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG
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Monday December 29th, 2014
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Mythbusters: Destination Science - Location, Location, Location - In this special
episode, the team reveal the inside scoop on the Mythbusters list of dangerous
destinations. From Alameda to Africa, from the desert to the deep blue sea, the whole
team celebrate their favourite locations in a warts and all fashion. Find out why are they
banned from a certain quarry in California, and what location is so frightening that it
keeps all the hosts awake at night. (From the US) (Entertainment series) (Rpt) PG CC

2:00 pm

Test Your Brain - You Won’t Believe Your Eyes - This final episode looks at how our
eyes and ears are constantly creating an illusion of what the world is really like. Filmed at
a studio in Hollywood, the experts, along with the artists of the entertainment industry, will
demonstrate how to trick our senses as they manipulate the colour, light, motion and
depth perceived by our brains. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC
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4:30 pm

FIFA Futbol Mundial - A weekly football magazine show that travels the globe to bring
you the stars of today, the talents of tomorrow and the heroes of the past. (From the UK)
(Sport) CC

5:00 pm

A Year At Kew - This series follows the staff and visitors of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew. As well as being the world's most beautiful botanic garden, Kew is also a world
leader in plant research and conservation. In the final episode, its deep winter and staff
are preparing for the future. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Cleaning Jerusalem - Jerusalem‟s old town is at the heart of the
conflict which opposes Israelis and Palestinians. A Holy City for the Jews, the Muslims
and the Christians, each day it welcomes thousands of the faithful from the three
monotheistic religions. Fortunately, day after day, the cleanliness of the city is maintained
thanks to an army of rubbish collectors and street sweepers. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of
2) (From France, in French, Arabic & Hebrew) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong - Luke travels to the seaside towns of Kep and Kampot
to experience their delectable seafood and world-famous pepper. There he teams up with
a local fisherwoman at the early morning seafood market to sample some of the freshest
squid in Southeast Asia. They cook the squid using a home-style recipe aboard a
traditional Khmer fishing boat. Later, Luke shares some Khmer culture and history,
showing us how people used to cook in secret during the Khmer Rouge regime.
(Commissioned by SBS, in English and Khmer) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Silvia Colloca: Made In Italy Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Silvia Colloca's culinary journey through Italy. (Food) CC

7:35 pm

Into The Universe With Stephen Hawking - The Story of Everything - In the final
program, Stephen Hawking reveals the wonders of the cosmos to a new generation. With
the aid of stunning CGI, he explores the splendour and majesty of the universe as never
seen before. Hawking explains how the universe began, how it creates stars, black holes
and life - and how everything will end. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt)
G CC

8:30 pm

Commando School – Phase Two - As training progresses, exercises start to imitate life
at war, and the nature of the job begins to worry some of the recruits of Troop 174.
University graduate recruit Greene's initially impressive performances are rewarded with
a section leadership role, but he is yet to tackle one of training's biggest challenges: the
Bottom Field assault course - a set of seemingly-impossible obstacles, tackled while
carrying heavy loads of kit. As the Bottom Field test moves closer, problems pile up and
Greene's chances of passing look remote. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(L) CC **New
Episode**
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9:30 pm

Housos - Melbourne - Franky wins a chopper in a tough man competition competing
against local bikies. He and Kylie break up after an argument about the colour of the bike.
Not thinking clearly, Franky takes a road trip to Melbourne to visit his gambling addicted
brother Dino. A swinger‟s party, old grudges and dodgy relatives from Melbourne make
this the road trip from hell. Stars Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle Dawe.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (A,D,S,L) CC

10:00 pm

Housos - Green Day - Franky, Kev and Dazza all need cash funds to keep their de
factos off their backs; Dazza tries car-jacking, while Kev and Franky join Habib in a dodgy
insulation scheme. In a strange twist of fate, the apartment that is being insulated is the
Mayor of Sunnyvale‟s. Stars Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle Dawe. (Commissioned
by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (A,D,S,L) CC

10:30 pm

SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Salamander - In the thrilling season one finale, Paul Gerardi finds himself in grave
danger after it appears his cover has been compromised, and the exposure places the
entire case in jeopardy. (S.1 Ep, 12) (Drama Series) (From Belgium, in Flemish & French)
MA (V) **New Episode**

11:55 pm

Movie: Heartbeat Detector - Simon works as psychologist in the human resources
department of modern-day petrochemical corporation. When a senior executive asks him
to investigate the managing director, who has been acting in an erratic manner, he
discovers a troubling link between the company and an ideology associated with Nazism.
Winner of the Critics Award at the São Paulo International Film Festival in 2007. Directed
by Nicolas Klotz and stars Mathieu Amalric, Michael Lonsdale and Jean-Pierre Kalfon.
(From France, in French) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) M (A)

2:25 am

Beat the Ancestors - Churchill’s Rocket Parachute - In WW2, Sir Winston Churchill
tasked a secret team of scientists to come up with an ingenious way to make supply
drops reach the ground quickly and on target. Their retro rocket tests ended in
spectacular disaster. Can the team succeed where WW2‟s greatest minds failed? This is
rocket science and the team will have only one chance to find out if they have got their
calculations right when they drop their load from the sky. (From the UK) (Factual
Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

3:20 am

Engineering Giants - Ferry Strip-Down - Tom Wrigglesworth and Rob Bell visit a dry
dock in Newcastle, where they witness long-serving North Sea ferry, Pride of Bruges,
receiving a complete overhaul to extend its working life. The duo explore the inner
workings of the 25,000-ton ship, which has transported passengers between Hull and the
Belgian port of Zeebrugge for more than a quarter of a century, and travel to a shipbreaking yard to learn how ferries are recycled when they are no longer fit for service.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC
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4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: the fishermen of Ceduna;
cake decorating with Amanda Way; the dancing ginger growers of Sunshine Beach; two
country chefs in Cowra; and some of our newest citizens - Africans in Alice Springs. (An
SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

Seven Minutes In The Warsaw Ghetto - A little boy in the middle of the brutal world of
the Holocaust. Based on an actual event. (Short) (Animation) PG
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Tuesday December 30th, 2014
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Joseph Calleja: A Night In Malta - Joseph Calleja, widely considered as 'the new
Pavarotti', performs to a crowd of 25,000 people. With guests including X-Factor runnerup Rebecca Ferguson and Italian bluesman Zucchero. (Music) (Rpt) CC

2:45 pm

The Parakeets - Lili, a seriously sick young woman, is confronted one morning with the
loss of her hair. Not bearing herself with a hospital wig, she is incapable to get out of her
house. Her friend, Laura, proposes to her a radical solution: to remake her from head to
toe. Lili allows the transformation, without suspecting that the overflowing whim of Laura
is fundamentally going to change the course of events. (Short) (From France)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) G

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC
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5:30 pm

Global Village - Palawan’s Pearl Empire - In the pristine waters of the Palawan
archipelago in the Philippines, French-Filipino company Jewelmer produces South Sea
golden pearls. Specially-bred golden-lipped oysters are reared from larvae and fed a
nutrient-rich cocktail of selected phytoplankton before being taken out to sea to grow to
maturity. They are then implanted with nucleus beads. But none of this guarantees
perfect pearls. The company faces many risks to its pearl production, including poachers,
rising water temperatures and sea levels, and dangerous fishing techniques involving the
use of dynamite or cyanide. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in English,
Tagalog & French) (Filipino Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Italian Food Safari - Tonight, we join professional rock fisherman at dawn to learn why
so many Italians are drawn to the sea to fish for dinner. Chef Robert Castellani shows
Guy an ingenious way of baking snapper and explains why Sicilians put a coin in the
mouth of the fish. Luciana Sampogna demonstrates taralli, while Fred Pizzini shares his
recipe for duck ragu which the whole family enjoys alfresco with some of the family's
wines. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

More Hidden Killers Of The Victorian Home - Dr Suzannah Lipscomb takes us back to
the Victorian era when cities were expanding and mass consumerism took hold. But from
the food they ate, to the clothes they wore and the new products that thrilled them, the
Victorian‟s were surrounding themselves with killers. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Woman Raised By Monkeys - The Incredible true story of a little girl‟s kidnap, her five
year survival alone in the jungle, and the monkeys who saved her. (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

Years Of Living Dangerously – Ice And Brimstone - This episode, 60 Minutes‟ Lesley
Stahl travels to Greenland to investigate the effects of global warming in the Arctic; Down
south, Ian Somerhalder travels to North Carolina to listen in on both sides of the
evangelical community‟s debate over climate change. Somerhalder finds himself
entrenched in the middle of not only a religious debate, but a familial one. The father: a
megachurch preacher who doesn‟t believe in climate change. The daughter: an activist
trying to shut down the local coal-fired power plant. (From the USA) (Documentary) PG
CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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11:00 pm

Dirty Business: How Mining Made Australia - A provocative and groundbreaking
series, this is the story of mining in this country. Mining has always been about politics,
and this second episode explores the fractious, drama-filled and utterly critical
relationship between business and government and the importance of this affiliation to
the nation. It illustrates how mining has been a crucible through which both the Labor
movement and big business have tried to influence, infiltrate and control governments.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC

12:05 am

Movie: Transylvania - The sultry Asia Argento stars as a woman who throws herself into
a romantic quest to search for her ex-lover and gets caught up in the fascinating
Romanian gypsy culture. Nominated for the Grand Prix at the 2006 Ghent International
Film Festival. Directed by Tony Gatlif, and also stars Amira Casar and Birol Ünel. (From
France, in Romanian, French, English, Italian, Hungarian and Romani) (Drama) (2006)
(Rpt) M (S,L)

1:50 am

Movie: Dossier K. - Veteran director Jan Verheyen delves into the inner workings of the
Albanian mafia in this tense, fast-paced crime thriller. Set in a grim and violent vision of
Antwerp, a brutal gangland murder sparks a police investigation led by a pragmatic
detective and a maverick lawman who are at odds about how to bring the killer to justice.
Based on a novel by Jef Geeraerts, this film is the long-awaited sequel to the multiple
award-winning The Alzheimer Case. (From Belgium, in Flemish & Albanian) (Movie)
(Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)

4:00 am

The Core - For centuries we have dreamt of reaching the centre of the Earth. Now
scientists are uncovering a bizarre and alien world that lies 4,000 miles beneath our feet,
unlike anything we know on the surface. It is a planet buried within the planet we know,
where storms rage within a sea of white-hot metal and a giant forest of crystals make up
a metal core the size of the Moon. Horizon follows scientists who are conducting
experiments to recreate this core within their own laboratories, with surprising results.
(From the UK) (Documentary) G **Premiere**
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Wednesday December 31st, 2014
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Finding Your Roots - Rick Warren, Angela Buchdahl And Yasir Qadhi - This week,
Henry Louis Gates Jnr. reveals the ancestral pasts and family histories of religious
leaders Pastor Rick Warren, Rabbi Angela Buchdahl, and Sheikh Yasir Qadhi. (From the
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

2:00 pm

The Code - Prediction - Marcus du Sautoy enters the strange world of what happens
next. His journey begins with the lunar eclipse - once thought supernatural, now routinely
predicted through the power of the code. But more intriguing is what the code can say
about our future. Along the path to enlightenment, Marcus overturns the lemming's
suicidal reputation, avoids being crushed to death, reveals how to catch a serial killer and
discovers that the answer to life, the universe and everything isn‟t 42 after all - it‟s 1.15.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC
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4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Palawan’s Pearl Empire - In the pristine waters of the Palawan
archipelago in the Philippines, French-Filipino company Jewelmer produces South Sea
golden pearls. Specially-bred golden-lipped oysters are reared from larvae and fed a
nutrient-rich cocktail of selected phytoplankton before being taken out to sea to grow to
maturity. They are then implanted with nucleus beads. But none of this guarantees
perfect pearls. The company faces many risks to its pearl production, including poachers,
rising water temperatures and sea levels, and dangerous fishing techniques involving the
use of dynamite or cyanide. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in English,
Tagalog & French) (Filipino Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Gourmet Farmer - Chinese New Year Serbian Style - Matthew and Ross receive a
request for suckling pig from John Jovanovic, a Serbian man, while manning their
Salamanca stall. The pig is to be served at a Sino-Serbian New Year's Feast. Matthew is
intrigued and offers up a piglet in exchange for a seat at the table. He discovers that his
customer is married to a Chinese woman, Janette, and that after less than satisfying
Chinese New Year meals at restaurants, they now host their own celebration meal.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga: Cheek To Cheek - Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga: Cheek to
Cheek features an evening of classic jazz standards in both vocal duets and solo
performance. Performed at Jazz at Lincoln Center‟s Frederick P. Rose Hall, each song
was handpicked by the artists, and features classic selections from the Great American
Songbook. (From the US) (Music) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

Jess Mauboy's Road To Eurovision - This documentary charts ARIA Award winning
Jessica Mauboy as she prepares for the biggest performance of her life - The Eurovision
Song Contest 2014 in Copenhagen, Denmark. With 180 million viewers internationally the
whole world will be watching as Jess performs a song she has co-written with acclaimed
songwriters Stuart Crichton and Ilan Kidron specifically for the contest. This intimate
portrait includes exclusive access to the Mauboy family and follows Jess backstage at
Eurovision 2014 in Copenhagen. Standing in the wings will be her friend and Eurovision
mentor Julia Zemiro to show Jess the sights of Denmark and get her prepped for the
spectacle that is Eurovision. (An SBS Production) (Documentary/Entertainment) (Rpt)
PG CC
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9:30 pm

The Eurovision Song Contest 2014 - With 37 countries vying for glory in the 59th
Eurovision Song Contest ,hosts Julia Zemiro and Sam Pang, our very own wind machine
experts, key change connoisseurs and back-up dancer enthusiasts, will be on the ground
in Copenhagen ready to report on all the action from this year‟s spectacular Grand Final.
After the colourful, „unique‟, and straight out wacky performances from the semi finals, it‟s
time to find out who will be crowned the 2014 winner of Eurovision! (Entertainment) (Rpt)
PG CC

12:00 am

Movie: The Tree Of Life - Director, Terrence Malick traces the evolution of an 11-yearold boy in the Midwest, from his first experiences of joy love and mercy (from his mother),
to his introduction to the 'ways of the world' (from his father). Each parent contends for his
allegiance, and the boy must reconcile their claims. His experience of the world, once a
thing of glory, becomes a labyrinth as he seeks unselfish love. (From the US) (Film)
(Drama) (2010) (Rpt) PG CC

2:30 am

Movie: Black And White - Racial integration is Elena's profession and passion, not only
filling her working day as a cultural mediator assisting immigrants, but spilling over into
her home life as well. All too often her husband Carlo must attend charity events where
he feels distinctly out of place. During one of these evenings, Carlo meets Nadine, a
beautiful black woman. Directed by Cristina Comencini and stars Fabio Volo, Ambra
Angiolini and Aissa Maiga. (From Italy, in Italian) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (S,L)

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: the fishermen of Ceduna;
cake decorating with Amanda Way; the dancing ginger growers of Sunshine Beach; two
country chefs in Cowra; and some of our newest citizens - Africans in Alice Springs. (An
SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday January 1st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Arctic With Bruce Parry - Alaska - Bruce travels to Alaska, America's last great
wilderness, where modern-day pioneers are harvesting the vast natural wealth of the
seas. There he learns the ropes on board a salmon-fishing boat, and dives to the bottom
of the Bering Sea to look for gold. In the far north, Bruce witnesses the annual whale hunt
of the Inupiak people whose ancient tradition is now at odds with the modern world and
questions what is more important: the life of a whale or the death of a culture? (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) PG CC

2:00 pm

Caroline Quentin's National Parks - Snowdonia - This week Caroline Quentin is in the
spectacular scenery of “Snowdonia National Park” in North Wales. Snowdonia is famed
for its rugged mountain range and Caroline puts her body on the line when she
volunteers to help the dog rescue team in a training exercise. In the annual “Race the
Train” Caroline cheers on the competitors who are taking part in one of the most unusual
races in Britain – a 10 kilometre race between determined hill runners and a charming old
steam train. Caroline joins a dolphin research group who are monitoring the numbers of
bottlenose dolphins off the coast of Snowdonia and eagerly scans the horizon for a sight
of one of these most elusive of creatures. But amongst this stunning natural scenery it‟s
actually the people who impress Caroline the most. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday January 1st, 2015
2:55 pm

Two Laps - One race. Two laps. No prisoners, a charming story of friendship and
competition. Pete and Val and their annual swimming race, which in 17 years has
developed into a cutthroat struggle for 1st place. (From Australia) (Short Film) (Rpt)
PG(N)

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Taipan - The Most Dangerous Snake In The World: Internationally
known Australian based biochemist Bryan Fry‟s dangerous field of study: the taipan. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in French & English) (Australian Culture)
(Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Thai Street Food With David Thompson – Modern Bangkok - In the final episode of
Thai Street Food, we look at modern Bangkok and the cosmopolitan city that it has
become. David reflects on his journey of Thai food and culture, and what it means to him.
(From Australia) (Documentary) G **Final**

6:30 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Gourmet Farmer - Breaking Down a Pig - Matthew Evans is keen to use all parts of the
pig to make sure that he‟s adding as much value as possible to his future porkers. He has
a plan for a „Breaking Down‟ day, where one pig is broken down into its constituent parts,
ready for cooking and preserving. In Italy it is traditional for the whole community to join in
so Matthew will be enlisting the help of his Italian friends as some familiar faces.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC

8:00 pm

Made in Italy with Silvia Colloca - In the second episode, Silvia Colloca continues to
explore the culinary traditions of Central Italy. Her first stop is an old farmhouse that
epitomises rural cuisine. It‟s here Silvia explores the magic of country style cooking and
gets a lesson in how to prepare coniglio in porchetta (stuffed rabbit). Silva‟s travels then
take her on to Abruzzo where she sources some of Italy‟s finest extra virgin olive oil, and
celebrates its versatility by turning it into torta all'olio e albicocche (apricot and olive oil
cake). After a trip to the vibrant fresh food markets of Isernia, Silvia returns to her family
home, and with the help of her sister, she demonstrates how to make a fool proof potato
gnocchi with zucchini and pecorino sauce. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC
**Encore**
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8:30 pm

Luke Nguyen's Memories Of Vietnam - As celebrated chef Luke Nguyen prepares to
welcome the Lunar New Year, he looks back on his travels in Vietnam. Equally at home
with the street vendors of Ho Chi Minh City, the many traditions of Sapa or the imperial
grandeur of Hue, Luke relives the personal highlights of a voyage of discovery that
brought him face-to-face with his heritage, and shares intimate anecdotes and behindthe-scenes footage from his journey. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and
Vietnamese) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) G CC

9:30 pm

Vikings - Unforgiven - King Horik returns to Kattegat with a surprising proposition for
Ragnar. Lagertha runs into a less than enthusiastic homecoming from her new husband.
Meanwhile, Athelstan, struggling with his own inner demons, becomes confidant to King
Ecbert. (S.2,Ep.6) (From Canada & Ireland) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC

10:25 pm

New Year's Day Concert – The 2015 annual Vienna Philharmonic New Year's Concert
will be held at the Musikverein, Golden Hall in Vienna, Austria, and will be conducted for
the fifth time by Zubin Mehta. (From Germany, in English & German) (Arts) G

1:00 am

Movie: Jodhaa Akbar - Ashutosh Gowariker's lavish historical drama tells the story of
the great Mughal emperor Akbar and the fiery young Rajput princess, Jodhaa. Set in
India in the 16th century, this epic romance begins as a marriage of convenience
between two cultures for political gain, but then becomes a search for true love. Winner of
the Audience Award for Best Foreign Language Film at the 2008 São Paulo International
Film Festival. Stars Hrithik Roshan, Aishwarya Rai and Sonu Sood. (From India, in Hindi
and Urdu) (Bollywood Musical) (2008) (Rpt) M (V)

4:40 am

Nocturn - Unable to sleep one night, Jody goes to the local 24-hour garage and meets a
young couple who will turn her night, and her life, upside down. (Short) From the UK)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG
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Friday January 2nd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Madhur Jaffrey's Curry Nation - Not all curries are rich and meat-based as Madhur
Jaffrey discovers when she explores the South Indian cuisine on offer in the UK, with its
unique spice blends and delicious Masala Dosas. (From the UK) (Food) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

Inspector Rex - His Last Sunday - Mr Walter, an argumentative resident of a nursing
home, is found dead after being pushed off his balcony and falling to his death. (From
Austria, in German) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG CC

2:25 pm

Homemade – Pensioner Tommy Fogarty wants to impress his new lady friend by baking
a cake. (Short) (From Ireland) (Rpt) PG

2:30 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. (News)

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC
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EASTERN STATES LIVE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS) &
NORTHERN TERRITORY DELAYED
4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Taipan - The Most Dangerous Snake In The World: Internationally
known Australian based biochemist Bryan Fry‟s dangerous field of study: the taipan. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in French & English) (Australian Culture)
(Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Classical Destinations - Festivals of Europe - Join Welsh singer Aled Jones on an
unforgettable journey through some of classical music's most important destinations like
Wales, Vienna, Austria, Hamburg, Budapest, Salzburg, Nuremburg, Bayreuth,
Amsterdam, Finland, Norway, The United Kingdom and Australia. Along the way, Aled
explores the dreams, dramas and musical triumphs of some of the world's greatest
composers. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

A-League Live – Round 13: Melbourne Victory V Perth Glory - Live coverage as
Melbourne Victory take on Perth Glory at Simonds Stadium, Victoria. SBS‟s live Friday
night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by
David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports.
(Football) CC **Live**

10:00 pm

Mythbusters – Zombie Special - In this apocalyptic episode the team tackles a trio of
survival tall tales - it‟s the MythBusters versus Zombies! (From the USA) (Entertainment)
M (H) CC **New Episode**

11:00 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (News)

11:30 pm

Movie: Chaotic Ana - Ana, an aspiring 18-year-old painter, leaves her hippie life in Ibiza
for an artist's commune in Madrid, and later travels to New York. As her journey
progresses she is confronted with memories and images of young women meeting violent
deaths throughout history. Directed by Julio Medem and stars Manuela Velles, Charlotte
Rampling and Nicolas Cazale. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MAV
(V,L,S,A)
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Taipan - The Most Dangerous Snake In The World: Internationally
known Australian based biochemist Bryan Fry‟s dangerous field of study: the taipan. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in French & English) (Australian Culture)
(Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:00 pm

A-League Live – Round 13: Melbourne Victory V Perth Glory - Live coverage as
Melbourne Victory take on Perth Glory at Simonds Stadium, Victoria. SBS‟s live Friday
night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by
David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports.
(Football) CC **Live**

9:30 pm

Mythbusters – Zombie Special - In this apocalyptic episode the team tackles a trio of
survival tall tales - it‟s the MythBusters versus Zombies! (From the USA) (Entertainment)
M (H) CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (News)

11:00 pm

Movie: Chaotic Ana - Ana, an aspiring 18-year-old painter, leaves her hippie life in Ibiza
for an artist's commune in Madrid, and later travels to New York. As her journey
progresses she is confronted with memories and images of young women meeting violent
deaths throughout history. Directed by Julio Medem and stars Manuela Velles, Charlotte
Rampling and Nicolas Cazale. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MAV
(V,L,S,A)

1:05 am

Classical Destinations - Festivals of Europe - Join Welsh singer Aled Jones on an
unforgettable journey through some of classical music's most important destinations like
Wales, Vienna, Austria, Hamburg, Budapest, Salzburg, Nuremburg, Bayreuth,
Amsterdam, Finland, Norway, The United Kingdom and Australia. Along the way, Aled
explores the dreams, dramas and musical triumphs of some of the world's greatest
composers. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC
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QUEENSLAND
4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

6:30 pm

A-League Live – Round 13: Melbourne Victory V Perth Glory - Live coverage as
Melbourne Victory take on Perth Glory at Simonds Stadium, Victoria. SBS‟s live Friday
night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by
David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports.
(Football) CC **Live**

9:00 pm

Mythbusters – Zombie Special - In this apocalyptic episode the team tackles a trio of
survival tall tales - it‟s the MythBusters versus Zombies! (From the USA) (Entertainment)
M (H) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (News)

10:30 pm

Movie: Chaotic Ana - Ana, an aspiring 18-year-old painter, leaves her hippie life in Ibiza
for an artist's commune in Madrid, and later travels to New York. As her journey
progresses she is confronted with memories and images of young women meeting violent
deaths throughout history. Directed by Julio Medem and stars Manuela Velles, Charlotte
Rampling and Nicolas Cazale. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MAV
(V,L,S,A)

12:35 am

Global Village - Taipan - The Most Dangerous Snake In The World: Internationally
known Australian based biochemist Bryan Fry‟s dangerous field of study: the taipan. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in French & English) (Australian Culture)
(Documentary) G CC

1:05 am

Classical Destinations - Festivals of Europe - Join Welsh singer Aled Jones on an
unforgettable journey through some of classical music's most important destinations like
Wales, Vienna, Austria, Hamburg, Budapest, Salzburg, Nuremburg, Bayreuth,
Amsterdam, Finland, Norway, The United Kingdom and Australia. Along the way, Aled
explores the dreams, dramas and musical triumphs of some of the world's greatest
composers. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
4:30 pm

A-League Live – Round 13: Melbourne Victory V Perth Glory - Live coverage as
Melbourne Victory take on Perth Glory at Simonds Stadium, Victoria. SBS‟s live Friday
night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by
David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports.
(Football) CC **Live**

7:00 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Delayed in WA only**

8:00 pm

Classical Destinations - Festivals of Europe - Join Welsh singer Aled Jones on an
unforgettable journey through some of classical music's most important destinations like
Wales, Vienna, Austria, Hamburg, Budapest, Salzburg, Nuremburg, Bayreuth,
Amsterdam, Finland, Norway, The United Kingdom and Australia. Along the way, Aled
explores the dreams, dramas and musical triumphs of some of the world's greatest
composers. (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

Mythbusters – Zombie Special - In this apocalyptic episode the team tackles a trio of
survival tall tales - it‟s the MythBusters versus Zombies! (From the USA) (Entertainment)
M (H) CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Movie: Chaotic Ana - Ana, an aspiring 18-year-old painter, leaves her hippie life in Ibiza
for an artist's commune in Madrid, and later travels to New York. As her journey
progresses she is confronted with memories and images of young women meeting violent
deaths throughout history. Directed by Julio Medem and stars Manuela Velles, Charlotte
Rampling and Nicolas Cazale. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MAV
(V,L,S,A)

11:35 pm

The Jeselnik Offensive - This series brings Anthony Jeselnik and his signature dark and
twisted point-of-view to this weekly, topical series. (From US) (Entertainment Series)
(Rpt) M(S,A) CC

12:00 am

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

1:00 am

Global Village - Taipan - The Most Dangerous Snake In The World: Internationally
known Australian based biochemist Bryan Fry‟s dangerous field of study: the taipan. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in French & English) (Australian Culture)
(Documentary) G CC
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
1:35 am

Movie: Big Man Japan - A middle-aged eccentric living in a rundown house, Daisato's
job involves receiving electric shocks that transform him into a stocky, stick-wielding giant
several stories high who is entrusted with defending Japan from a host of bizarre
monsters. But while his predecessors were national heroes, he is a pariah among the
citizens he protects. A wickedly deadpan spin on the giant Japanese superhero. Directed
by Hitoshi Matsumoto and stars Hitoshi Matsumoto, Riki Takeuchi and Ua. (From Japan,
in Japanese) (Comedy) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,V)

3:30 am

Movie: Pink - Pink is a shy and emotionally dysfunctional author who just happens to be
wildly successful in her chosen field - writing post-modern poetry and reading it live to
packed houses of her adoring fans. Currently being courted by three different men, Pink
suddenly decides to marry one of the three. Directed by Rudolf Thome and stars Hannah
Herzsprung, Guntram Brattia and Florian Panzner. (From Germany, in German and
English) (Romantic Comedy) (2009) (Rpt) MA (A)
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Saturday January 3rd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Becoming Traviata - In this documentary, celebrated soprano Natalie Dessay joins
forces with innovative theatre and opera director Jean-François Sivadier. The pair work
with the London Symphony Orchestra to craft a production of Verdi's La Traviata at the
Aix-en-Provence Festival in France. From rehearsals through to performance, director
Philippe Béziat documents the 'Sivadier Method'. This unorthodox approach aims to bring
performers closer to their audiences. (In French and Italian) (Opera) (Rpt) PG CC

3:00 pm

Salvador Dali: Tragicomic Genius - This is a definitive study of one of the most popular,
yet controversial artists of the 20th century. Salvador Dali was a man of many sides - a
skilled media manipulator, a creator of outstanding complex artworks and a Francosupporting, political reactionary. The program explores the key themes of Dali‟s work and
the most important moments in his life. (From France, in French, Spanish and English)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:00 pm

Cathedrals Of Culture - Centre Pompidou- Centre Pompidou, designed by Renzo
Piano and Richard Rogers in 1977 is both a democratic promise and a playful utopia,
offering a wide array of culture to a wide array of visitors. Like an airport brimming with
the excited energy of travellers embarking on journeys, the Centre pulses with the
anticipatory thrill of visitors heading to art galleries, archives and libraries, performance
spaces, cinemas, a restaurant and a viewing platform. (From France) (Documentary) G
**New Episode**
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4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

History Cold Case - Crossbones Girl - This series follows the fascinating work of worldrenowned scientist Professor Sue Black and her team at the University of Dundee as they
analyse skeletons of everyday people from across the ages, shedding new light on the
history of our forebears. In this episode, a skeleton unearthed in an archaeological dig in
the historic borough of Southwark in London sparks a new cold case when it is found to
be covered with disfiguring scars. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt)
PG CC

6:30 pm

World News Australia - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Underground Britain – Wales - In Rob‟s exploration of subterranean Wales, he‟ll abseil
down a cliff face, do a long crawl in the depths of the earth, explore the “slate capital of
Wales” and discover dungeons, chambers and passageways beneath two mighty castles.
(Part 4 of 6) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Movie: Crash - Challenging and thought-provoking, Crash takes a provocative look at
the complexities of racial tolerance in contemporary America. Diving headlong into the
diverse melting pot of post 9/11 Los Angeles, this compelling urban drama tracks the
volatile intersections of a multi-ethnic cast of characters‟ struggles to overcome their fears
as they careen in and out of one another‟s lives. In the grey area between black and
white, victim and aggressor, there are no easy answers. (Movie) (Drama) (From the USA)
(Rpt) MA (L, A) **Oscar Winners Season**

10:35 pm

The Green Room With Paul Provenza - Comedian and director of The Aristocrats, Paul
Provenza invites some of the biggest names in stand-up to sit down and try to beat each
other to the punch line. In the season two premiere, host Paul Provenza welcomes guest
panelists Ray Romano, Garry Shandling, Judd Apatow, Marc Maron and Bo Burnham.
(From the US) (Comedy) M(A,L) CC **New Season**

11:05 pm

Movie: In A Better World - Susanne Bier's provocative film follows two Danish families
and the unusual and dangerous friendship that develops between them. Bullied at school,
Elias is defended by new student Christian, a boy greatly troubled over his mother's
death. The pair quickly bond, but then Christian involves Elias in a dangerous act of
revenge with potentially tragic consequences. Winner of the 2011 Academy Award for
Best Foreign Language Film. Stars Mikael Persbrandt, Trine Dyrholm and Ulrich
Thomsen. (From Denmark, in Danish and English) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MA(A,V)
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1:10 am

Who Do You Think You Are? - Jack Thompson - To many, he is an iconic Australian;
an actor who strides the international stage with a career spanning Australian classics to
Hollywood hits. But how Australian is Jack Thompson? Thompson knew little of his
genetic family‟s history when he agreed to take part in this series. By the end of the
journey - which took him from Sydney to Ireland - he felt he had secured his place as
'Australian royalty'. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

2:10 am

Who Do You Think You Are? - Kate Ceberano - A talented singer from the tender age
of 15, Kate Ceberano found success early and has gone on to sustain a musical career
for more than 20 years. Turning 40 years old has become a watershed in her life. Kate
wants to stop her hectic schedule and look back for a moment and find out more about
her family‟s past. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:10 am

Who Do You Think You Are? - Geoffrey Robertson - Geoffrey Robertson is one of
Australia's best-known expatriates. The UK-based human rights advocate has been
mixing with the famous and infamous ever since he exploded onto the swinging sixties
scene to help defend the Oz magazine obscenity case. When he starts looking into his
family tree, Geoffrey finds some remarkable parallels in the expatriate lives of his
forebears. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

